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Trivia

Barbecue & Backyard Games Trivia
This activity includes 30 questions on barbecue and backyard games. The questions are 
accompanied by the answers and additional information for discussion.

There are several activity possibilities:

 • For a group activity, read and discuss the trivia questions and answers. Also, print the picture 
pages to pass around during the activity.

 • For independent activities, print and distribute fill-in-the-blank 
copies of the questions without the answers. Also available are the 
questions with the answers.

 • Post one or more of the trivia questions on your bulletin board 
every day or so throughout the month, using this special sign.

Trivia Questions and Answers
1. What is the name of the game where the players must toss a bean bag at a raised wooden 

platform with a hole in it?

Answer: Cornhole. Cincinnati, Ohio, is the cornhole capital of the world. Cornhole has 
become so popular that there is even an American Cornhole Association. Their events have 
been featured on ESPN.

2. What is the most popular day to grill in the United States?

Answer: July 4. According to recent statistics, the most popular day for grilling is on July 4, 
with 54 percent of respondents acknowledging that they grill that day. Memorial Day came in 
at 44 percent and Father’s Day at 34 percent.

3. In horseshoes, what is it called when the horseshoe completely encircles the stake?

Answer: Ringer. In 1926, the National Horseshoe Pitcher Association became the governing 
body for the game of horseshoes and holds national and world championship tournaments 
every year.

4. What is the name for the seasoned liquid used to soak meats prior 
to cooking?

Answer: Marinade. Although they have come a long way, 
originally marinades were nothing more than salt water used to 
preserve the meat or fish that was going to be served. 
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5. What type of gas is most commonly used in a gas grill?

Answer: Propane. The gas grill became popular in 1960 when, in an effort to get customers to 
buy more natural gas, the Louisiana Gas Company redesigned the charcoal 
grill to run on bottled propane.

6. In what game do players try to knock small, colored, glass balls out of a 
circle with a slightly larger glass ball?

Answer: Marbles. The slightly larger marble is called the shooter. The game 
teaches players a little about geometry and can improve fine-motor skills.

7. What 1950s president was known for grilling on the roof of the White House?

Answer: Dwight Eisenhower. Eisenhower had a grill station set up in the 
sunroom on the roof of the White House.

8. Several regions in the U.S. are known for their barbecue, including Texas, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Kansas City, and Memphis. Which of these has the 
highest percentage of barbecue restaurants in the nation?

Answer: Alabama. Bear Mountain Barbecue Company collectively calls these seven regions 
the “Barbecue Belt.” Each is known for its own unique style of barbecue.

9. What is the name of the game that requires players to hit wooden balls with a mallet through 
hoops embedded in the grass?

Answer: Croquet. Although croquet has been played since the 1800s, it was not until after World 
War II that toy makers miniaturized the standard croquet set and marketed it as a backyard 
children’s game.

10. What type of wood chips are typically used for smoking meats in 
barbecue: cedar, hickory, or pine?

Answer: Hickory. Hickory is amongst the most popular types of 
wood to use when smoking meats due to its strong smoke, which 
infuses a smoky, nutty, and sweet flavor into the meat. Hickory is 
often used in both Midwestern and Southeastern barbecue.

11. What popular jam-like condiment found at barbecues often consists of chopped pickles?

Answer: Relish. Although many typically think of relish being synonymous with pickles, a 
relish is considered a preserved condiment made from chopped fruits or vegetables.

12. In what game do you attempt to roll a colored ball as close as possible to a smaller white ball 
on the other side of the court?

Answer: Bocce. The game of bocce dates back to ancient Rome. Today, professional bocce 
competitions are held worldwide.

13. What is the official name for the white ball in bocce?

Answer: Pallino. The pallino is tossed first, and in professional games, the ball must cross 
the center line of the court, be at least three feet off the backboard, and be at least one foot 
from the side wall.
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14. What type of ribs are known for being small, lean, and tender?

Answer:  Baby back ribs. Smaller than spareribs, the name baby 
back gained popularity in the 1980s, when the pork industry 
began to market the smaller ribs as a more desirable alternative.

15. What is the name for a blend of herbs and spices that is rubbed 
on meat prior to it being barbecued?

Answer: A rub. A dry rub is a mixture of herbs and spices rubbed on the meat prior to being 
cooked. As the meat cooks, the dry rub begins to mix with the juices and creates a smoky 
and sweet exterior.

16. In what game do two teams use their hands to hit a ball back and forth over a net?

Answer: Volleyball. The inventor of volleyball, William George Morgan, was friends with the 
man who invented basketball and wanted to create a game of his own. The original game of 
volleyball consisted of a soccer ball and a badminton net.

17. What is the name of the game that uses two jump ropes turned in an eggbeater fashion 
while participants jump inside them?

Answer: Double Dutch. This sport dates to ancient Phoenician, Egyptian, and Chinese ropemakers.

18. What popular brand of ketchup features a 57 on the bottle?

Answer: Heinz. H. J. Heinz put the famous 57 on the bottle in 1896, and it was said to 
represent the number of condiments the company manufactured. Back then, the Heinz 
company manufactured more condiments than that, but he believed that the number 57 
sounded better than 60.

19. What is the name of the golden fritters made from a thick cornmeal batter served as a side dish?

Answer: Hush puppies. Some say the hush puppy got its name during the Civil War, when 
soldiers would use small fried bits of dough to quiet their dogs when they believed enemy 
soldiers were nearby.

20. What popular backyard barbecue game is played using rackets to hit a shuttlecock across  
a net?

Answer: Badminton. The game of badminton that we know 
today began in 1870, when British officers brought back a similar 
game from India.

21. What style of barbecue is typically slow-cooked and primarily 
uses pork: South Carolina, Alabama, or Memphis?

Answer: Memphis style. Memphis-style barbecue became 
popular in the early 20th century when smoked ribs and pork sandwiches became a popular 
lunch item as well as a late-night treat in the city’s many nightclubs.
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22. What game consists of a long plastic bat and a perforated plastic ball?

Answer: Wiffle ball. Wiffle ball began in 1953, when a father 
noticed his son and a friend using a broomstick to hit a 
perforated golf ball. The term Wiffle comes from the word the 
two boys would use when one would strike out—whiff.

23. Immigrants from what country brought coleslaw to the  
United States?

Answer: The Netherlands. The term coleslaw comes from  
the Dutch word kool sla, which is roughly translated to 
“cabbage salad.”

24. In what decade was the charcoal grill invented?

Answer: 1950s. In 1952, George Stephen was working at Weber Brothers Metal Works, 
which manufactured marine buoys. He came up with an idea to cut one of the buoys in half 
to create a more efficient barbecue grill.

25. In what game do players act out various words and phrases using their bodies?

Answer: Charades. The game of charades originated in France in the 16th century and was 
embraced by British Victorians.

26. The man who holds the record for the largest barbecue pit lives in which state: Louisiana, 
Texas, or Georgia?

Answer: Texas. Terry Folsom’s mobile barbecue pit stretches 76 feet long and is capable of 
cooking six tons of meat at a time.

27. What do you call the set of three upright sticks with two small sticks on top of them in the 
game of cricket?

Answer: A wicket. The three parallel wooden stakes are known as stumps, and the two 
small crosspieces are known as bails.

28. What famous brand of hot dogs started as a nickel hot dog stand in Coney Island, New York, 
in 1916?

Answer: Nathan’s Famous. Rumor has it that just about 10 
years after the first Nathan’s hot dog stand was introduced in 
Coney Island, three men were arguing over who was the most 
patriotic amongst them. To settle the debate, they had a hot 
dog eating contest.

29. What game involves one team trying to take the other team’s 
flag and get it back to 
their territory?

Answer:  Capture the flag. The deviousness of the players is often a major component of 
the game.
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30. What is the correct term to use when cooking food hot and fast over a fire: barbecuing, 
grilling, or smoking?

Answer: Grilling. Unbeknownst to many people, there is a difference between grilling and 
barbecuing. Traditionally, grilling refers to cooking food hot and fast over a fire, whereas 
barbecuing consists of cooking food over a low flame slowly for a longer amount of time.
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Barbecue & Backyard Games Trivia
(Questions Only)

1. What is the name of the game where the players must toss a bean 
bag at a raised wooden platform with a hole in it?

Answer:                                                                                                

2. What is the most popular day to grill in the United States?

Answer:                                                                                                

3. In horseshoes, what is it called when the horseshoe completely 
encircles the stake?

Answer:                                                                                                 

4. What is the name for the seasoned liquid used to soak meats prior 
to cooking?

Answer:                                                                                                

5. What type of gas is most commonly used in a gas grill?

Answer:                                                                                                

6. In what game do players try to knock small, colored, glass balls out 
of a circle with a slightly larger glass ball?

Answer:                                                                                                

7. What 1950s president was known for grilling on the roof of the White 
House?

Answer:                                                                                                

8. Several regions in the U.S. are known for their barbecue, including 
Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Kansas 
City, and Memphis. Which of these has the highest percentage of 
barbecue restaurants in the nation?

Answer:                                                                                                

9. What is the name of the game that requires players to hit wooden 
balls with a mallet through hoops embedded in the grass?

Answer:                                                                                                
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10. What type of wood chips are typically used for smoking meats in 
barbecue: cedar, hickory, or pine?

Answer:                                                                                                

11. What popular jam-like condiment found at barbecues often consists 
of chopped pickles?

Answer:                                                                                                

12. In what game do you attempt to roll a colored ball as close as 
possible to a smaller white ball on the other side of the court?

Answer:                                                                                                

13. What is the official name for the white ball in bocce?

Answer:                                                                                                

14. What type of ribs are known for being small, lean, and tender?

Answer:                                                                                                

15. What is the name for a blend of herbs and spices that is rubbed on 
meat prior to it being barbecued?

Answer:                                                                                                

16. In what game do two teams use their hands to hit a ball back and 
forth over a net?

Answer:                                                                                                

17. What is the name of the game that uses two jump ropes turned in 
an eggbeater fashion while participants jump inside them?

Answer:                                                                                                

18. What popular brand of ketchup features a 57 on the bottle?

Answer:                                                                                                

19. What is the name of the golden fritters made from a thick cornmeal 
batter served as a side dish?

Answer:                                                                                                
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20. What popular backyard barbecue game is played using rackets to hit 
a shuttlecock across a net?

Answer:                                                                                                

21. What style of barbecue is typically slow-cooked and primarily uses 
pork: South Carolina, Alabama, or Memphis?

Answer:                                                                                                

22. What game consists of a long plastic bat and a perforated plastic ball?

Answer:                                                                                                

23. Immigrants from what country brought coleslaw to the United States?

Answer:                                                                                                

24. In what decade was the charcoal grill invented?

Answer:                                                                                                

25. In what game do players act out various words and phrases using 
their bodies?

Answer:                                                                                                

26. The man who holds the record for the largest barbecue pit lives in 
which state: Louisiana, Texas, or Georgia?

Answer:                                                                                                

27. What do you call the set of three upright sticks with two small sticks 
on top of them in the game of cricket?

Answer:                                                                                                

28. What famous brand of hot dogs started as a nickel hot dog stand in 
Coney Island, New York, in 1916?

Answer:                                                                                                

29. What game involves one team trying to take the other team’s flag 
and get it back to their territory?

Answer:                                                                                                

30. What is the correct term to use when cooking food hot and fast over 
a fire: barbecuing, grilling, or smoking?

Answer:                                                                                                
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Barbecue & Backyard Games Trivia
(Questions and Answers)

1. What is the name of the game where the players must toss a bean 
bag at a raised wooden platform with a hole in it?

Answer: Cornhole. Cincinnati, Ohio, is the cornhole capital of 
the world. Cornhole has become so popular that there is even an 
American Cornhole Association. Their events have been featured 
on ESPN.

2. What is the most popular day to grill in the United States?

Answer: July 4. According to recent statistics, the most popular 
day for grilling is on July 4, with 54 percent of respondents 
acknowledging that they grill that day. Memorial Day came in at 
44 percent and Father’s Day at 34 percent.

3. In horseshoes, what is it called when the horseshoe completely 
encircles the stake?

Answer: Ringer. In 1926, the National Horseshoe Pitcher Association 
became the governing body for the game of horseshoes and holds 
national and world championship tournaments every year.

4. What is the name for the seasoned liquid used to soak meats prior 
to cooking?

Answer: Marinade. Although they have come a long way, originally 
marinades were nothing more than salt water used to preserve the 
meat or fish that was going to be served.

5. What type of gas is most commonly used in a gas grill?

Answer: Propane. The gas grill became popular in 1960 when, 
in an effort to get customers to buy more natural gas, the 
Louisiana Gas Company redesigned the charcoal grill to run on 
bottled propane.

6. In what game do players try to knock small, colored, glass balls out 
of a circle with a slightly larger glass ball?

Answer: Marbles. The slightly larger marble is called the shooter. 
The game teaches players a little about geometry and can improve 
fine-motor skills.
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7. What 1950s president was known for grilling on the roof of the 
White House?

Answer: Dwight Eisenhower. Eisenhower had a grill station set up in 
the sunroom on the roof of the White House.

8. Several regions in the U.S. are known for their barbecue, including 
Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Kansas 
City, and Memphis. Which of these has the highest percentage of 
barbecue restaurants in the nation?

Answer: Alabama. Bear Mountain Barbecue Company collectively 
calls these seven regions the “Barbecue Belt.” Each is known for its 
own unique style of barbecue.

9. What is the name of the game that requires players to hit wooden 
balls with a mallet through hoops embedded in the grass?

Answer:  Croquet. Although croquet has been played since 
the 1800s, it was not until after World War II that toy makers 
miniaturized the standard croquet set and marketed it as a backyard 
children’s game.

10. What type of wood chips are typically used for smoking meats in 
barbecue: cedar, hickory, or pine?

Answer: Hickory. Hickory is amongst the most popular types of 
wood to use when smoking meats due to its strong smoke, which 
infuses a smoky, nutty, and sweet flavor into the meat. Hickory is 
often used in both Midwestern and Southeastern barbecue.

11. What popular jam-like condiment found at barbecues often consists 
of chopped pickles?

Answer: Relish. Although many typically think of relish being 
synonymous with pickles, a relish is considered a preserved 
condiment made from chopped fruits or vegetables.

12. In what game do you attempt to roll a colored ball as close as 
possible to a smaller white ball on the other side of the court?

Answer: Bocce. The game of bocce dates back to ancient Rome. 
Today, professional bocce competitions are held worldwide. 
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13. What is the official name for the white ball in bocce?

Answer: Pallino. The pallino is tossed first, and in professional games, 
the ball must cross the center line of the court, be at least three feet 
off the backboard, and be at least one foot from the side wall.

14. What type of ribs are known for being small, lean, and tender?

Answer: Baby back ribs. Smaller than spareribs, the name baby 
back gained popularity in the 1980s, when the pork industry began 
to market the smaller ribs as a more desirable alternative.

15. What is the name for a blend of herbs and spices that is rubbed on 
meat prior to it being barbecued?

Answer: A rub. A dry rub is a mixture of herbs and spices rubbed 
on the meat prior to being cooked. As the meat cooks, the dry rub 
begins to mix with the juices and creates a smoky and sweet exterior.

16. In what game do two teams use their hands to hit a ball back and 
forth over a net?

Answer: Volleyball. The inventor of volleyball, William George Morgan, 
was friends with the man who invented basketball and wanted to 
create a game of his own. The original game of volleyball consisted of 
a soccer ball and a badminton net.

17. What is the name of the game that uses two jump ropes turned in 
an eggbeater fashion while participants jump inside them?

Answer: Double Dutch. This sport dates to ancient Phoenician, 
Egyptian, and Chinese ropemakers.

18. What popular brand of ketchup features a 57 on the bottle?

Answer: Heinz. H. J. Heinz put the famous 57 on the bottle in 
1896, and it was said to represent the number of condiments 
the company manufactured. Back then, the Heinz company 
manufactured more condiments than that, but he believed that the 
number 57 sounded better than 60.

19. What is the name of the golden fritters made from a thick cornmeal 
batter served as a side dish?

Answer: Hush puppies. Some say the hush puppy got its name 
during the Civil War, when soldiers would use small fried bits of dough 
to quiet their dogs when they believed enemy soldiers were nearby.
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20. What popular backyard barbecue game is played using rackets to hit 
a shuttlecock across a net?

Answer: Badminton. The game of badminton that we know today 
began in 1870, when British officers brought back a similar game 
from India.

21. What style of barbecue is typically slow-cooked and primarily uses 
pork: South Carolina, Alabama, or Memphis?

Answer: Memphis style. Memphis-style barbecue became popular 
in the early 20th century when smoked ribs and pork sandwiches 
became a popular lunch item as well as a late-night treat in the 
city’s many nightclubs.

22. What game consists of a long plastic bat and a perforated plastic ball?

Answer: Wiffle ball. Wiffle ball began in 1953, when a father 
noticed his son and a friend using a broomstick to hit a perforated 
golf ball. The term Wiffle comes from the word the two boys would 
use when one would strike out—whiff.

23. Immigrants from what country brought coleslaw to the United States?

Answer: The Netherlands. The term coleslaw comes from the Dutch 
word kool sla, which is roughly translated to “cabbage salad.”

24. In what decade was the charcoal grill invented?

Answer: 1950s. In 1952, George Stephen was working at Weber 
Brothers Metal Works, which manufactured marine buoys. He came 
up with an idea to cut one of the buoys in half to create a more 
efficient barbecue grill.

25. In what game do players act out various words and phrases using 
their bodies?

Answer: Charades. The game of charades originated in France in 
the 16th century and was embraced by British Victorians.

26. The man who holds the record for the largest barbecue pit lives in 
which state: Louisiana, Texas, or Georgia?

Answer: Texas. Terry Folsom’s mobile barbecue pit stretches 
76 feet long and is capable of cooking six tons of meat at a time.
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27. What do you call the set of three upright sticks with two small sticks 
on top of them in the game of cricket?

Answer: A wicket. The three parallel wooden stakes are known as 
stumps, and the two small crosspieces are known as bails.

28. What famous brand of hot dogs started as a nickel hot dog stand in 
Coney Island, New York, in 1916?

Answer: Nathan’s Famous. Rumor has it that just about 10 years 
after the first Nathan’s hot dog stand was introduced in Coney Island, 
three men were arguing over who was the most patriotic amongst 
them. To settle the debate, they had a hot dog eating contest.

29. What game involves one team trying to take the other team’s flag 
and get it back to their territory?

Answer: Capture the flag. The deviousness of the players is often a 
major component of the game.

30. What is the correct term to use when cooking food hot and fast over 
a fire: barbecuing, grilling, or smoking?

Answer: Grilling. Unbeknownst to many people, there is a 
difference between grilling and barbecuing. Traditionally, grilling 
refers to cooking food hot and fast over a fire, whereas barbecuing 
consists of cooking food over a low flame slowly for a longer amount 
of time.
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